Call for communication - Session (S1-2)
City-campaign transactions.

Food is also at the heart of sociability in the countryside. This is why the "Touralim" study day organized on March 22, 2019 by Bessière J. & Annes A., took the example of agritourism as a form of interaction between agricultural and non-agricultural populations. The current debates on the evolution of agriculture are moving towards a redefinition of it and its conditions of practice and highlight new "missions" such as the maintenance of the landscape, the protection of species and breeds, sustainable management of the environment or tourist reception. These analyzes highlight a transition process, understood as the transition from one state to another. More particularly, the notion of transition applies here to the modes of evolution and recomposition of agricultural and rural systems revealing strategies of adaptation, adjustment but also resilience and resistance observed on farms. As part of this transition, the farm no longer appears as a single place of food production. It is also a place of exchange, debate and education around agricultural, food and tourism issues where new forms of sociability can emerge between agricultural and non-agricultural populations. The objective of this sub-session on agritourism (S1-2) is to examine these issues from international and multidisciplinary approaches.

The expected contributions for sub-session S1-2 therefore concern food and city-countryside sociability: agritourism, various types of markets, organizational and functional transitions of farms (hybridizations) and their links to their territories.

Calendrier :
• Septembre 2019
  Lancement des appels à communication,
• 20 janvier 2020
  Date limite de soumission
• Février 2020
  Réponses aux auteurs (exposés, posters)
• Octobre 2019 à Mai 2020
  Inscriptions en ligne
• du 22 au 26 juin 2020
  Colloque à Toulouse

The information on the Conference (presentation, calls for papers, registration, etc.) is available on the website: https://transitions2020.sciencesconf.org

Students in PhD and Master 2 are invited to register on the conference website (free registration subject to availability)
Guidelines for communication proposals (format and submission):

- The communication proposals for this session are to be sent by email to jacinthe.bessiere-hilaire@univ-tlse2.fr and alexis.annes@purpan.fr, before January 20, 2020 with the subject “Proposal T2020”.

- They will be reviewed by the S1-2 Scientific Committee, also composed of: PR Redlin M. (South Dakota State University); PR Vles V. & PR Dumat C. (CERTOP); PR Lewis N. (University of Quebec); PR Guetat-Bernard H. and PR Haoues-Jouve S. (LISST).

- Proposals for communication must comply with the following instructions: times new roman, font size 12, single spaced, 2.5 cm margins. They include a title in bold italic (times new roman 14), mention the author(s) with footnotes their status and their institutional attachment, indicate 5 key words. Proposals have a maximum of 600 words (including bibliographic references). You can indicate oral communication or Scientific Poster.